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Executive summary 

The digital economy and 5G are driving unprecedented network change. Enterprises, “at-home” 
residential, fixed, and mobile clients all have heightened performance expectations and demand 
greater scale.  

The communications service provider (CSP) community is wrestling with many challenges. Optical 
backbone networks support the noted retail clients and very high-capacity wholesale services. Both 
retail and wholesale traffic are growing at exceptional rates. Individual CSPs could have suboptimal 
“brownfield” network conditions arising from years of organic network growth. CSPs may be due for 
a more comprehensive ultra-long-haul (ULH) network refresh. 

If CSPs elect to embark on a more comprehensive network refresh, they can optimise for today’s 
traffic realities and plan for the difficult-to-forecast future sources of traffic growth. Future traffic 
growth will come from both the access side – 5G towers, passive optical network (PON) aggregation 
sites, and enterprise sites – and the core and edge data centre side.  

CSPs can take advantage of the latest optical network capabilities, including: 

• More spectrum availability: super C today and extended L-band in the future 

• Cost-effective and spectrally efficient ULH 200Gbps solutions today  

• A new network element, the optical cross-connect (OXC), to maximise all-optical switching and 
operations 

• Transport software-defined network (T-SDN), automatically switched optical network (ASON), 
and wavelength switched optical network (WSON) for advanced operations and maximising 
network robustness. 

CSPs can also consider the latest in optical backbone architecture thinking, including the 3D-Mesh 
optical network configuration – optimized for supporting both regional and ULH express traffic 
patterns.  
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Residential and enterprise 
fixed and mobile will drive 
further optical growth  

Residential and enterprise service evolution needs 

Evolving service requirements for the home  
“At-home”-based clients consume multiple service types:  

• Entertainment focused such as 4k and 8k video entertainment 

• Multiplayer gaming 

• High-bandwidth information services 

• High-performance work/school at home with superior upstream bandwidth performance. 

All the services taken individually and together require a high-performance network underlay that is 
a step up from earlier generations. The aggregate “at-home” requirements are for higher bandwidth 
to support all of the services running concurrently. Home services need to be highly reliable and 
always on, as the service mix has evolved from entertainment only to entertainment, business, and 
education. The aggregate increase in “at-home” requirements has catalysed FTTH growth in 159 
countries worldwide. Many countries have launched national development plans to foster high-
speed FTTH growth. The advanced services cited require higher bandwidth with lower latency 
performance. 

Evolving service requirements for large enterprises and SMEs 
Large enterprises and SMEs also have heightened service expectations. The business community is 
undergoing a once-in-a-generational IT transformation. Compute and storage, historically, resided in 
on-premises IT facilities. Large, medium, and small enterprises are rapidly transitioning to a 
combination of hybrid cloud and multicloud. Compute and storage may now reside some distance 
away, while client expectations and scale have grown. The enterprise wide area network (WAN) has 
SLA, latency, and scale bandwidth requirements. Enterprises require high reliability, to be always on, 
and to have low latency with rapid new service activation. Security is foundational to the business’s 
survival and success.  
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5G mobile network growth 

Evolving service requirements for mobile clients 
Mobile clients require improved performance and experiences compared to earlier generations of 
technology. Mobile clients are also using the network for video and gaming entertainment, high 
bandwidth information, and high-performance work/school at home capabilities. 5G is also 
catalysing the network visibility need and is driving the need for a huge volume of high-bandwidth 
optical endpoints. Traffic per base station is projected to increase by an order of magnitude. 
Stringent latency specifications, dropping latency by an order of magnitude, will be required in the 
5G era. 
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CSP challenges for backbone 
optical networks 

Traffic trends in aggregate for backbone networks 
The backbone network is a shared resource carrying residential and enterprise and fixed and mobile 
access traffic. In addition to the noted end-user needs, many backbone networks also support very 
high-capacity wholesale services. Aggregating all of the retail end-user needs and the wholesale 
requirements leads to additional requirements from the CSP perspective.  

Backbone networks need to mirror their A–Z traffic carried. Some traffic is regional in nature and 
some spans continents. CSPs want to match their network builds to the aggregate traffic flows and 
scale the network to match very high traffic flows between the largest cities in major regions and 
continents. CSPs also want to reach all high-traffic and low-traffic territories in a cost-effective way, 
maximise optical performance and spectral efficiency, and minimise total cost of ownership per bit. 

Organic growth properties of backbone networks 

Possible suboptimal “brownfield” network scenarios  
Networks do have organic properties. Networks designed many years ago may not be optimal for 
today’s network conditions. Many scenarios or situations may impact individual CSPs: 

• The growth of the physical location of data centres may not match the pre-existing ULH network 

• Metro traffic and key nodes may have evolved, leading to a suboptimal fit with the ULH network 

• Historic rights of way may no longer be the lowest latency option 

• Understanding of the true A–Z demands – intermediate terminations may not be true A–Z 

• Mergers or acquisitions may have brought previously separate networks together, suboptimally 

• Uneven traffic growth – the network may need to be reconfigured to match true traffic 

• Networks may have begun with a regional focus, but traffic is more national or international 

• Cases of uneconomic traffic termination – unneeded optical-electrical-optical (OEO) conversions 
or unneeded router utilization. 

CSPs can typically “live” with a limited number of suboptimal situations but, as time passes, an all- 
encompassing “rethink” of the network may be the best way forward. When the time is right for a 
large-scale network refresh, lingering situations can be addressed and a network for the future can 
be planned. 
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The new target backbone 
network architecture 

Unprecedented scale in the ULH network core 

CSP backbone core requirements 
In the optical backbone, the individual client requirements become aggregated into scale CSP 
network requirements. The CSPs need to manage tremendous scale efficiently and manage capex 
and opex budgets. CSPs are also balancing the desire to minimize capex outlay while maintaining 
operational efficiency, resulting in setting priorities and making complex trade-offs. At the same 
time, technology is rapidly evolving, and bandwidth growth is unpredictable. CSPs are tasked with 
optimally designing for today’s network and currently known traffic demands while maintaining 
flexibility and responsiveness for tomorrow’s unpredicted and un-forecasted traffic demands. 

“Day 1” optimizations, adjustments, and retuning of ULH networks  
• Optimize the backbone nodes for today’s sources and sinks of traffic 

• Very large-scale data centres can be nodes on long-haul networks 

• Avoid burdening aggregation networks if traffic is immediately destined for the ULH 

• Analyse new rights of way, potentially for a better low latency fit for traffic 

• With refreshed A–Z view and ULH transmission, re-route traffic all-optical, avoiding unnecessary 
OEO or layer-3 routing resource utilization 

• Size network for high traffic corridors and plan for the overbuilds upfront 

• Consider the 3D-Mesh optical network configuration: one unified network optimized both for 
regional-long-haul network and ULH express network operations and traffic patterns. 

3D-Mesh network topology  
With a deeper understanding of the true sources and sinks of network, an optimally designed 
network will closely match the traffic. In many networks, there can be two fundamental traffic types: 
ULH and regional (connecting cities but at more modest distances). In brownfield cases, evolving to a 
3D-Mesh network can yield a number of benefits: 

• Express traffic can transit all-optical from true source to sink at the lowest cost and latency 

• Shifting express traffic to the express layer frees collector resources for true collector traffic. 
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Figure 1: 3D-Mesh long-haul optical network topology 

 

Source: Omdia 

Prepare for un-forecasted growth 
Preparing for future sources of traffic growth is challenging; CSP network planners are balancing a 
multitude of inputs: 

• Access side growth: 5G towers, PON aggregation sites, and enterprise growth  

• Cloud data centre growth: substantial client traffic is destined for data centres; understanding 
physical data centre roadmaps is essential for mapping out the future traffic patterns. 

Cost-effective spectral efficiency paired with reach requirements 
CSPs have a desire to maximise spectral and cost efficiency. Today’s scale solution is 200Gbps 
transmission per wavelength. 200Gbps solutions can cost-effectively serve the needs of most reach 
requirements, removing the need for regeneration. 200Gbps solutions are also offered in small 
form-factor, pluggable configurations, minimising the physical space consumed. Higher speed 
solutions will also make their way into the market in time. Cutting-edge solutions typically need time 
to mature, grow in volume, and ultimately achieve attractive cost/bit economics.  

Leverage full spectrum potential 
Historic optical networks began with 80 wavelengths in the C-band. Modern networks now use more 
spectrum for up 120 wavelengths in the “super C-band.” Today’s super C-band solutions are an 
evolution of earlier extended C-band solutions, leveraging the ecosystem maturity with volume-
based price points. L-band solutions will also gain industry favour in the future as L-band scales and 
achieves more attractive economics. 
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Switching innovations: the OXC for optical scale traffic grooming 
Historic optical networks often terminated point-to-point or optical ring systems in large central 
office facilities. The terminated optical signals were translated into electrical signals and switched 
electronically. In time, the electrical switching requirement grew enormously, resulting in large-scale 
electronic switching that consumed vast amounts of physical space and power. The industry’s latest 
innovation is optical switching (OXC) at great scale, supported by an optical backplane. The OXC can 
support metro access and aggregation systems, switch optically with no OEO to other metro or 
backbone systems. The OXC is a tremendous innovation in support of the “all-optical” vision. The 
OXC mitigates a huge electronic switching requirement, alleviating the electronic switching 
operational burden. It has the additional benefit of improving service latency by keeping services in 
the optical layer. 

Figure 2: The backbone optical network target architecture 

 

Source: Omdia 

Network operation advances 

The new building blocks and capabilities 
The optical backbone network management platform draws upon progress in three foundational 
areas to move from manual methods to data-driven automated operations:  

• More network performance data is available from the historically opaque optical layer 
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• Enhanced network robustness with ASON and WSON 

• Advanced network management systems, both network controllers and orchestrators.  

New optical detection data available for real-time state information 
The new and exciting capability in the optical network realm is the availability of more optical 
performance data from the optical layer than ever before. Coherent optics have been deployed 
primarily for the increased bandwidth capacity benefit as well as having an ancillary benefit of 
advanced optical system performance instrumentation. Real-time optical performance can be 
monitored and more key metrics tracked: effective signal to noise ratio, chromatic dispersion, pre-
FEC bit error rates, and latency. The enhanced optical visibility can be extended to the optical edge.  

ASON and WSON for quick and smart restoration 
ASON has been in the optical market for many years, aiding rapid provisioning and fast rerouting in 
failure scenarios. WSON is also available for rapid individual wavelength management. Restoration 
capabilities have advanced with historic restore times of several minutes being reduced down to 
mere seconds. Advanced smart algorithms are now available for flexible spectrum management with 
an additional goal of minimising spectrum fragments. ASON and WSON can support very large-scale 
networks with up to 3,000 network elements.  

Transport SDN 
Advances in Transport-SDN (T-SDN) tie it all together and ensure agile business and intelligent 
operations and maintenance (O&M). T-SDN can enable network performance visualisation, 
highlighting bandwidth, latency, and availability. T-SDN can help speed up configuration and 
provisioning, reducing service turn-up intervals from weeks to days. T-SDN is also incorporating 
more and more predictive capabilities by monitoring network degradation cases, predicting 
outcomes, and highlighting potential corrective actions. Advances in T-SDN lead to improvements in 
network quality and customer satisfaction, ultimately leading to an improved ROI for network 
operators. 
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Conclusions 

Refresh the backbone optical network for the 
future 
Optical networks are evolving in terms of reach to meet cloud and 5G endpoint densification needs. 
CSP network planners must balance optimising today’s networks for today’s known traffic and 
prepare for future yet difficult-to-predict growth. 

CSPs can take advantage of the “new tools” to 
reposition for an all-optical future 
CSPs considering a backbone network refresh do have a challenging task in matching future traffic to 
efficient networks. The new tools available include: 

• More spectrum availability: super C today and extended L-band in the future 

• Cost-effective and spectrally efficient ULH 200Gbps solutions today  

• A new network element, the OXC, to maximise all-optical switching and operations 

• T-SDN, ASON, and WSON for advanced optical operations and maximising robustness. 

Users want a high quality of experience. User desires translate into the network attributes of high 
bandwidth, low latency, stringent SLAs, high reliability, and high levels of security with rapid service 
activation. 
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